
Unique removeable insert system

SPECIFICATIONS
PART NO.         HPFPRBB57R
HARNESS 6 point with ratchet

10 hard hats per carton
PACKAGING

Force360 recognise the weakness and 
potential liability claims that may arise from 
hard hats that are sold in Australia under 
compliance claims only. Force360 source 
the entire range of hard hats from a single 
manufacturing partner to ensure consistency 
and reliability of product. Most importantly 
a further step is employed that sees SAI 
Global periodically audit and certify both the 
manufacturing process and the products. All of 
Force360’s hard hats are certified to  
AS/NZS 1801. This standard in part ensures 
shock absorption, resistance to penetration, 
stiffness of the shell and electrical resistance 
are all within specified parameters.  
For Certified Australian Standard  
protection, only wear head protection  
with the Red Tick Tower.

STANDARDS & CERTIFICATION

Type 1 Broad Brim 
Hard Hat - Vented

fprbb57r

To request a sample or further technical advice please contact sales@force360.com.au
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Attached earmuffs

 Unique 360° Broad Brim design provides maximum sun and rain protection
  Patented slide and store insert system for Force360 cap mount earmuff attachment
 Ratchet wheel for one handed fit adjustment
 6 point terylene harness ensures all day comfort
 Pad printable in up to 4 colours in 4 positions
 Australian Standards AS/NZS 1801 Certified

TYPE 1 -  Type 1 hard hats are made from lightweight, high impact rated ABS. This hard hat is suited to most 
everyday applications that are not heat related, it is the most common hard hat for construction and 
general head protection from impacts

TYPE 2 -  Type 2 hard hats are made from hi impact rated polycarbonate. This hard hat is suited to high heat 
applications like smeltors and foundry works. Type 2 hard hats should be worn where there is a risk  
of exposure to high heat and fire

FEATURES

TYPE 1 OR TYPE 2

COLOURS AVAILABLE

HPFPRBB57R.WH 
White

HPFPRBB57R.BL 
Blue*

HPFPRBB57R.YE 
Yellow*

HPFPRBB57R.FY 
Fluro Yellow*

HPFPRBB57R.RE 
Red*

HPFPRBB57R.FO 
Fluro Orange*

HPFPRBB57R.OR 
Orange*

HPFPRBB57R.BLK 
Black*

HPFPRBB57R.GR 
Green*

HPFPRBB57R.PI 
Pink*

*Colour is not a stocked colour. Minimum quantities and lead times apply.


